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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Makkreel, Rudolf A., 1939-.
Title: Rudolf A. Makkreel papers, 1979-2011
Call Number: Series No. 237
Extent: 11 linear ft. (11 boxes)
Abstract: Papers consist of correspondence, writings, reviews, and subject files from Rudolf Makkreel’s professional academic career as a scholar of philosophy and professor at Emory University.
Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Rudolf A. Makkreel was born in Antwerp, Belgium in 1939. He spent his early life in the Netherlands before immigrating to the United States, where earned his Ph.D. in philosophy from Columbia University in 1966. He taught at Rutgers University and the University of California, San Diego before joining the Emory University faculty in 1973. He was made Charles Howard Candler Professor of Philosophy in 1991 and later Charles Howard Candler Professor Emeritus in 2011. He was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize in 1975. Makkreel was editor of the Journal of the History of Philosophy from 1983 to 1998.

Scope and Content Note
Papers consist of correspondence, writings, reviews, and subject files from Rudolf Makkreel’s professional academic career.
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